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INTRODUCTION 
One of the major objectives in conducting fundamental research on biological systems is 
to obtain knowledge vital to our understanding of the processes involved in disease. Prac- 
tically all such studies involve the acquisition and interpretation of data and consequently 
use modelling procedures as part of the data interpretation process. The methods and 
types of models used vary considerably according to the nature of the data and the com- 
plexity of the system from which it was obtained. In many cases the mathematics used 
to establish the model may be relatively simple with the result that the model can be 
suitably developed on a microcomputer. In the more complex cases. particularly those 
involving large amounts of data, the modelling process must be carried out on substantially 
larger computers. 
This paper illustrates models of the former type applied to three fundamentally im- 
portant areas of biology, viz.: the processes involved in bacterial growth. studies in the 
growth of embryos and the mechanism involved in directional hearing characteristics in 
amphibia. 
The applications to bacterial and embryo growth illustrate how shape and curve fitting 
methods may be used to relate changing features of the organisms in simple equations 
from which deductions about the underlying biological processes invoived can be made. 
The work on the auditory system shows how a physical model can be used in conjunction 
with mathematical methods to help explain auditory phenomena. 
All the applications can be easily carried out on a microcomputer and a program written 
in elementary BASIC for fitting a series of curves to data is included. 
MODELLING OF THE SURFACE GROWTH PROCESS IN BACTERIA 
For this particular study, the bacterium chosen tvas that of Brrcilllrs slrbrilis. which is 
essentially a rod-shaped organism and for convenience may be regarded as a cylinder 
with hemispherical caps. Figure I(a) shows a profile of the bacterium as defined by its 
outer wall with shaded areas denoting the polar regions. i.e. the parts of the bacterium 
where division takes place and new cell wall is synthesised. (The process of bacterial cell 
division can be broadly characterised by the splitting of the outer cell wall at the centre 
of the bacterium accompanied by the synthesis of new wall.) Figure I(b) shows the profiles 
of both the inner and outer walls in the polar regions with newly synthesised Lvall appearing 
as a U-shape at the centre of the cell. The parameters used to define the polar region as 
determined by the outer wall are shown in Fig. I(c). The profiles shown were obtained 
from electron micrograph studies on the bacterium taken at various stages in the division 
cycle. 
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Fig. I. (a) Profile of bacterium showing polar regions (shaded). tb) Polar region itt a stage during division shoC% 
newly synthesised wall. (cl Parameters used to detine the pole. 
The first step in deriving a model to study the mechanisms of bacterial growth and 
separation was to obtain a mathematical formulation representing the morphology of shape 
of the cell pole at the various stages of division. The second step was to derive a single 
equation which could be subsequently used to help answer key questions about the pro- 
cesses involved in cell growth and separation (Barrett and Burdett[l]). 
Due to the cylindrical symmetry of the bacterium it was possible to rotate the digitised 
profiles about the axis of the cylinder and so obtain values for the surface area Pa and 
volume V of the poles at different stages of growth. These values reflect the amount of 
newly synthesised wall at any given time and are subsequently used in conjunction with 
the model to investigate the processes of wall synthesis. 
One particularly important parameter necessary for establishing the model was that of 
wall curvature. This was determined by use of the curve fitting program to fit the parabola 
v2 = 4p.r to the digitised profiles of the outer wall with p varying over the growth range. 
This form of the parabola is the general form for a parabola passing through the origin 
and with focal length p. Since our origin is defined as 0 in Fig. I(c). which corresponds 
to a point on the symmetry axis, we have to reorientate the parabola into a position 
coincident with the outer wall and so obtain a complete geometric description of the pole 
in terms of the specified parameters. The operation of rotating a set of points 0, ~1 to a 
new position (x’, ~‘1 through an angle 8 is given by 
.K’ = .K cos 0 + y sin 0 (1) 
_$ = ?: cos 8 - .V sin 0 
where in our case 
sin 0 = hlA’ 
COS 8 = (D,,, - D,i”)IZA’ 
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Squaring and adding ( I) gives 
.y’I L _) ‘- , = .,-- - _v2 
= x2 - 4p.r. 
For any given rotation 0. however. the converse relation 
.r = X’ cos 8 - Y’ sin 8. 
y = .r’ sin II -C x’ cos 0. 
Substituting for .Y in (2) above gives 
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of (I) is 
.\.I‘ + \.“ = t.~’ cos 0 - J’ sin 0)’ i 4pt.v’ cos H - y’ sin 0). 
which on simplification leads to the result 
J” cos’ 8 + .v” sin’ 8 i .\“I’ sin’ 8 f 4~1 sin I3 - 4p.v’ cos 8 = 0. (3) 
Equation (3) can be recognised to be the general form for a second-order conic with zero 
constant term. and it provides us with a unique representation of the polar region as 
defined by the outer wall for the parameters pecified. Furthermore. by plotting our values 
for /‘(I against the values for p in x2 = 4p.r at the different stages of division it was possible 
to use a regression program to express the parabolic parameter in terms of the changing 
surface area as 
p = O.li3P,i + 0.033. 
BIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF THE MODEL 
One advantage in expressing the surface shape in an analytic form is that values for 
the absolute curvature of the outer wall can be obtained and subsequently related to 
physical forces, such as surface tension, which may in part determine the shape of the 
pole. The curvature ( K / of a curve x = f(_r) is given by 
IKl = 
d’ldr’ 
\/I -+ (d_vld.u)‘” 
For the parabola y2 = 4p.v 
/ K / = b’p/2(p + .Y)~‘~. 
Substituting our value expressing p in terms of Pa for specific values of .V enabled us to 
determine the absolute curvature of the outer vvall as a function of the changing surface 
area. The results showed that the maximum surface tension (which is proportional to the 
curvature) occurred at the early stage of separation when the surface area of the pole is 
low. It then rapidly reaches a stable level where the surface area becomes a maximum. 
Furthermore, if we divide Eq. (3) by p and then let p tend to large values we obtain the 
equation: 
)” = .r’ cot 8 
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This equation can be recognised to be the equation of a straight line of slope cot 8. (Values 
for cot 0 are obtained by inserting the appropriate values for D,,,. II,,, and 11 in the 
above equations relating them to sin 8 and cos 0.) This result shows that the profile of 
the wall is now represented by a straight line of slope cot 0 and from an inspection of the 
micrographs was found to represent the wall profile at a very early stage of growth. By 
rotation about the symmetry axis. therefore, the pole transformation is from a cylinder 
to a paraboloid. Furthermore. this transformation was found to occur over a very short 
time interval uithin the growth cycle. 
The above results together ivith volume and surface area measurements imply that a 
substantial volume of wall is synthesised before any separation occurs and that when it 
does occur it does so suddenly. In fact, in other bacterial species a mechanism described 
as a “snapping” apart of the dividing cells has been reported (Krulwich and Pate[l]). 
which implies similarities between Bacilllrs srrbrilis and other species. 
One question that occurs in studying the division of these cells is whether the process 
of synthesising new wall. known as the septation process. is completed before or after 
division takes place. The model was used to help resolve this question as follows: If the 
septation process was completed prior to division, a condition known as septal closure. 
the shape of the pole before any splitting occurred would be represented by a cylinder 
of diameter II,,;,.. After splitting the pole adopts the shape given by the model and thus 
the cylinder has to transform from a cylinder to a paraboloid. In undergoing this trans- 
formation, the pole would have to externalise 40% of its surface structure since the volume 
for a cylinder at this stage of growth is 0.0848 pm3 compared with the paraboloid shape 
giving a volume of 0.0558 pm”. 
This implies that considerably, more work would have to be done in the case of septal 
closure preceding pole separation than vvhen early separation occurs, thus t‘avouring the 
latter mechanism. 
MODELLIXG OF THE GROW’TH PROCESSES IN THE DEVELOPING CHICK 
WING BUD 
This study shows how a simple geometric model resembling the shape of the chick 
wing bud at an early growth stage can be mathematically expanded to simulate subsequent 
growth characteristics of the developing bud. 
There are several important advantages to be gained by mathematically defining the 
changes in shape resulting from morphogenetic behaviour. In particular vve can express 
the relationship between growth rate and position as measured from a specific origin vvithin 
the system. This will enable us to subsequently evaluate the extent to which the observed 
shape changes can be correlated with the biological mechanisms to be incorporated in 
any future model. Furthermore. it enables us to make specific predictions about the cell 
behaviour involved. such as rates of cell division or cell dilation or cell changes of shape. 
(Barrett and Sommerbell[3]). 
The basis of the model was to fit an experimental function which would replicate the 
shape at different stages of the growth pattern. The main reason for choosing exponential 
functions rather than. say. polynomial functions was that the polynomials required to 
represent the complex shape at later stages of growth were unnecessarily complicated 
and less amenable to biological interpretation. 
Our data consists of tracings of the boundary (apical ridge) of the developing chick 
wing bud taken from photographs at intervals over approximately 30 hours (Fig. Z(a)). At 
the start of limb outgrowth (t = 0 hrs), the shape of the bud is symmetrical about an axis 
normal to and bisecting the base of the limb. As in the case of the bacterical pole. the 
symmetry suggested that fitting a simple parabola to the apical ridge would give a suitable 
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mathematical description of the shape at this stage of growth. Having found a simple 
geometric representation of the shape of the bud at an early stage. the next step was to 
relate this to the subsequent growth patterns. This was achieved by defining an origin 0 
at the midpoint of the base of the limb and then constructing a series of radial vectors to 
intersect the ridge at points with coordinate values X, Y relative to the origin 0 [Fig. Z(b)]. 
The next step was to associate a particular scaling coefficient or growth rate with each 
of the radial vectors. From Fig . I(a) it is clear that the constant scaling coefficient or 
“growth rate” would result in a uniform expansion symmetric about the X axis. This 
would be clearly contradictory to the type of patterns seen in later stages where there is 
a strong component in downwards or negative Y direction. This implies therefore that the 
growth coefficients associated with the radial vectors would necessarily be greater for 
radii associated with negative Y than for those associated with positive Y for the same 
value of X. 
The model initially selected for controlling growth rates was chosen as Aem”“‘--“‘. 
where A and B are constant and X is the distance from the origin along the X axis. The 
constant c is used to position the parabola at a point distance c from the coordinate 
origin. It does not affect the shape. Since the growth of the bud is asymmetric about the 
Y axis it is clear that the model must reflect this and can only do so by appropriately 
varying the coefficients A, B between the growth stages. This is consistent with saying 
that the rates of growth in the upper part of the bud (Y > 0) are different from those in 
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the lower part ( Y < 0). Thus at any given growth stage the model is finally represented 
by 
s, = or-“,>“‘-_” for Y<O 
and 
s2 = ~~,-B”“-“~ for Y > 0. 
Since the model is changing with time tt) we replace A, B,, and B, above with A(f). &tf). 
and B,(t). 
Thus to replicate a particular stage of growth at any time we have only to scale our 
radial vectors by Sl or SZ and add the result to our initial lengths to obtain the relevant 
projection of the outline. 
Figure (1) shows how the limb outline changes as a function of time and can be sum- 
marked by saying that as growth changes with time: A was found to increase by a constant 
incremental step of 0.088, B, increases similarly by 0.006 whilst B,, remains constant. 
Figure Z(c) shows the limb outlines produced by the model for the period t = 0 hours 
to t = 30 hours. These outlines lie well within the normal range of variation and con- 
sequently substantiate the model as a reasonable description of boundary growth. At this 
stage the model says little about the interior of the limb although it does suggest that the 
/wte of expansion of the bud is nonuniform, being high below and along the axis and low 
above the axis and at the margins. Furthermore the magnitudes of the exponential coef- 
ficients provide us with a measure of the asymmetric growth pattern. As it stands, how- 
ever, the model suggests that there is a strong outwards growth component. whose rate 
of growth is proportional to the coefficient A, and damped by the variable exponentiial 
functions with coefficients II,, and B,. 
Although the model tells us little about the internal growth structure. it will eventually 
help us investigate the internal characteristics by providing us with boundary constrains 
on any model incorporating localised cellular grovvth patterns. 
IMODELLING OF AUDITORY EFFECTS IN AMPHIBIA 
Experimental evidence (Chung. Pettigrew. and Anson[4]) shows that the amplitude of 
vibration of the eardrum is critically dependent on the direction of incident sound, and 
several lines of evidence suggest that the initial processing of directional information is 
performed by the peripheral auditory apparatus (Feng, Gerhardt, and Capranica[S]). Those 
components which comprise the directional information are phase. the intensity difference 
between the two ears and time. For small animals, such as frogs. the intensity difference 
between the two ears is negligible. especially if the sound comes from a distant source, 
since the wavelength of the audible frequency is long compared to the size of the animal. 
Also, since the distance between the two ears is small, e.g. of the order of 3 cm in an 
adult frog, the time difference (approximately 90 KS) is similarly negligible since this is 
too small compared to the time constant of neuronal events. This leads to the conclusion. 
therefore, that phase difference must play a crucial role in directional hearing character- 
istics. To investigate this effect it was decided to develop a model which would help 
explain the nature of phase difference between interacting wave forms within the auditory 
system. 
Figure 3(a) illustrates the experimental setup with the frog being mounted on an elevated 
platform which could be freely rotated in the horizontal plane so that one eardrum occupied 
the centre of the axis of rotation. With this arrangement he direction of the incident sound 
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Fig. 3(a) The optimum directions (6) of masimum vibration for four different frequencies 
relative to the animal’s body axis could be altered by rotating the table. The sound pressure 
impinging at the frog’s eardrum was continuously monitored with a small omnidirectional 
microphone suspended just above the eardrum. The magnitude of the eardrum’s response 
varied systematically when the direction of incident sound was changed as shown in the 
figure. These results led to the observation that the most effective vibration of the eardrum 
is obtained when the pressure wave acting on the inside of the membrane lags the pressure 
wave acting on the outside of the membrane by 90” (Chung, Pettigrew, and Anson[l]). In 
symbols, 
D + d cos 6 = Al?, 
where D and d are respectively the internal and external distances between the eardrums 
and + is the angle of the sound source relative to the line intersecting the two ears. Figure 
3(b) illustrates the relationship between the internal and external distances and the com- 
munication channel between the two eardrums. 
The above function can be represented by solving for the appropriate value of 4 for a 
given frequency k where A = h/k. A graph of this function for several frequencies is 
shown in Fig. 3(c) (continuous line) and illustrates the falling off in 4 for increasing 
frequencies. 
The problem was thus resolved into determining a model which could exhibit a similar 
phase reduction for increasing frequency. 
The physical basis for the model was to approximate the system physiology by a rigid 
tube of uniform cross-section and length corresponding to the observed length of the 
auditory system. This simple approximation enables a straightforward evaluation of acous- 
tic interference effects at specified frequencies and the extent to which interference causes 
phase shifts similar to those shown in Fig. 3(c). 
For a given frequency w the expression for wave motion within the tube at time t for 
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Fig. 3(b) The communication channel between the two ears and relative dimensions. (c) A graph showing the 
experimentally determined values (continuous line) of 6 for which the amplitude of vibration of the eardrum is 
a maximum at a given frequency. The results given by the model are shown by the broken line. 
a single wave may be written as 
1’1 
i(UJf-!.Xl =Ae , 
where k = 2a/h and .Y represents the longitudinal displacement of the wave relative to 
one end of the tube. 
Now consider a wave travelling in the opposite direction to the above wave with the 
same speed but having a phase delay + with respect to it. The expression for this wave 
may be written as 
(The phase delay + is equivalent to a rotation of the tube through & relative to the source.) 
Assuming that each of the above waves is reflected at each end of the tube, the expres- 
sion for the reflected waves becomes 
and 
ll4 = De i(wt-lr-6, 
Vectorially adding the above expressions gives a representation for the motion of air within 
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the tube at time t as 
i, = Ae”“‘-k-” + Bei(wf-hX-& + Ce”“‘-“_‘I + Deilwr-h.r-b), (4) 
The above expression represents the motion of air as a function of position within the 
tube and phase angle 4. By determining the difference between the pressure amplitudes 
at the end of the tube (X = 0, x = 3) for different frequencies and phase angles we hoped 
to show that the relative amplitude components were maximised for the same phase values 
shown in Fig. 3. 
The determination of relative acoustic pressure differences responsible for amplitude 
vibrations of the eardrum can be found from the relationship between the bulk modulus 
of elasticity of the air (M) and the corresponding volume changes occurring with pressure 
variations (Resnick and Halliday[6]). This relationship states that the pressure p at any 
time f can be determined from the expressions 
where 11 refers to the motion of air within the tube given in eqn (4). Thus from eqn (4) 
_ Bei&“-dd _ ceikr + De -i(hxt+)}(i)keiuH. 
The standing part of the wave motion is contained within the brackets whilst the com- 
ponent eiw’ represents the travelling part. Thus by equating the real and imaginary parts 
of the standing waveform at values of .r corresponding to x = 0 and x = 3 cm, the required 
amplitude components can be calculated. 
Expansion of the exponential terms into their geometric components and taking real 
and imaginary parts (RA, 1,) gives 
RA = A sin kx + B sin(k.x + $) + C sin kr + D sin(&.r + 6). 
I, = A cos kx - B cos(kx + 4) - C cos k.r + D cos(kx + +). 
Then the amplitude S,c at a particular value of x is given by 
The remaining problem was that of assigning values to the constants, A, B, C, D. Since 
there exists no physiological data for reflection of sound waves within the auditory system 
it was assumed that the reflectance coefficient was 0.5 and that the incident wave am- 
plitude A was normalised to unity. A set of values, I, 0.5, 0.5, 0.25 was then assigned to 
each of the coefficients. The criticality of these values is discussed later. 
A computer program was written to determine the function F = 1 S,=,, - S.r=3.0 1for 
different frequencies and phases. The results showing the phase values for which F max- 
imizes at a specific frequency is given in Fig. 3(c) (dashed line). Despite the extreme 
simplicity of the assumptions involved, the model shows that as the frequency of the 
sound is increased the pressure differences at the end of the tube are maximised as the 
orientation of the tube relative to the sound source is increased. However, for values of 
frequency below I.9 kHz, there is an increasing divergence between the experimental 
and theoretical results. To a certain extent this may be the result of assigning arbitrary 
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values to the constants A. B. C and D. In fact, it may be that the parameters are not 
constants but vary in a nonlinear fashion with frequency. The dependence of the model 
on these parameters was assessed by varying these values nonsystematically and relative 
to each other by up to 25% of their originally assigned values. The corresponding phase 
values for which the pressure difference was a maximum changed by only 5% illustrating 
that other significant nonlinear effects begin to dominate below I.9 kHz. Below this value, 
the phase differences between the model and experimental results are greater than lo”. 
which is considered to be the maximum error in experimental observation (Barrettl81). 
The program CURFIT together with an example is provided for fitting the following 
curves to a specified data set 
.v = tn.? + c. 
y = mix i c. 
_y = tne =‘I’ + c. 
!’ = m(lO-‘1 + (‘. 
An approximate criteria for testing “goodness of fit” as provided by evaluating the sum 
of the differences between the ordinates (J values) given by the data and those by the 
curve of the range of .V values. Input to the program consists of data points made up as 
X. Y pairs. 
Output from the program consists of X and Y values together with the values _~c gen- 
erated by the curve fitting process. 
The goodness of fit value is printed following the title DIFFERENCE. 
This program is taken from a suite of programs designed for laboratory data analysis 
which run on the Apple and IBM personal computers (Barrett[7]). 
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K E n CUKF IT 
KEN FROGRAM FITS SERIES OF CUKVES TO DATA 
ii’I:<T “NO. OF POINTS” 
3:X X(N).Y(N).YC(N).G(N) 
PRINT “ENTER GATA FOINTS X.Y” 
FOR I = 1 TO N 
INFUT X(I).Y(I) 
SY = SY + Y(I) 
NEXT 1:SY = SY / N 
F’RIfdT “SFECIFY CURVE TYPE” 
PRINT “FARABOLA(F),HYFERBOLA(H),EXFONENTI~L~E) DEFAULT IS 10-X” 
INFUT CTS 
IF CTS = “F” GOT0 230 
IF CTO = “H” GOT0 255 
IF CT% = “E” GOT0 2B0 
FOR I = 1 TO N 
G(I) = 10 - X(I) 
FX = FX + G(I) 
FY = FY + Y(I) l G(I) 
F2 = F2 + G(I) - 2 
NEXT I 
FX = FX / N:FY = FY / N:F2 = F2 / N 
52 = F2 - FX a. 2 
II = (FY - FX t SY) / S2 
C = SY - M l FX 
FOR I = 1 TO N 
G(I) = X(I) A 2 
FX = FX + G(I) 
FY = FY + Y(I) l G(I) 
F2 = F2 + G(I) - 2 
NEXT I: GOT0 208 
FOR I = 1 TO N 
G(I) = 1. / X(I) 
FX = FX + G(I) 
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265 FY = FY + Y(I) l G(I) 
270 F2 = F2 + G(I) _ 2 
275 NEXT I: GOT0 200 
280 PRINT “ENTER EXP COEFF(FI)” 
285 INPUT A 
298 FOR I = 1 TO N 
295 G(I) = FI . EXP (X(I)) 
300 FX = FX + G(I) 
305 FY = FY + Y(I) l G(I) 
310 F2 = F2 + G(I) .. 2 
315 NEXT I: GOT0 200 
320 PRINT “DATA VALUES” 
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325 FOR I = 1 TO N 
330 YC(I) = m l G(I) + C 
335 DIST = DIST + MS ;vcc1, - Y(I)) 
340 
345 
350 
355 
PRINT “X=“;X(I)i” “;“y=“iy(*)i” ‘;“Yc=“;YC(I) 
NEXT I:DIST = DIST / N 
PRINT “DIFFERENCE=“;DIST 
END 
RUN CUWIT 
NO. OF POIEiTS 
7 6 
ENTER DATA POINTS X. Y 
70.1 
71.5 
72.12 
13.24 
14.53 
75.76 
SPECIFY CURVE TYPE 
PARABOLA(P), HYPERBOLA(H), EXPONENTIAL(E) 
DEFAULT IS 10 X 
7P 
H-3.05265005 c- .517x4553 
DATA VALUES 
x-o Y- 1 YC = .517374553 
X-l Y- 5 PC = 3.5700246 
x-2 Y = 12 YC = 12.7279747 
x-3 Y = 24 YC = 27.991225 
I-4 Y = 53 YC = 49.3597753 
x-5 Y = 76 YC = 76.8336250 
DIFFERENCE = 1.65094184 
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